PROVIDE FINISH TYPE 1 AT ALL CLAPBOARD WALL SURFACES OF THIS BUILDING, TYP.

EXISTING ASPHALT SHINGLE ROOF TO REMAIN, TYP.

PROVIDE FINISH TYPE 1 AT ALL CLAPBOARD WALL SURFACES OF THIS BUILDING, TYP.

EXISTING ASPHALT SHINGLE ROOF TO REMAIN, TYP.

EXISTING EXHAUST VENT

EXISTING EXHAUST VENT

EXISTING ELECTRIC METER

EXISTING ELECTRIC METER

FLOOR VENT LOCATION, TYP.

FLOOR VENT LOCATION, TYP.

REPLACE INFILL AT FORMER THROUGH LAD UNIT & PATCH WITH FRAMING AND CLAPBOARD, TYP.

REPLACE INFILL AT FORMER THROUGH LAD UNIT & PATCH WITH FRAMING AND CLAPBOARD, TYP.

REPLACE ALL EXISTING PLYWOOD ENCLOSURES. RESTORE ALL EXISTING WINDOWS, TYP. REFER TO A602.

RESTORE ALL EXISTING DOORS, TYP. REFER TO A601.

REMOVE EXISTING FAILING SIDING. PROVIDE CLAPBOARD SIDING AND BLOCKING TO MATCH EXISTING ADJACENT CLAPBOARDS IN THIS AREA. PROVIDE FINISH TYPE 1. (667.2 SF, THIS ELEVATION)

REMOVE EXISTING FAILING SIDING. PROVIDE CLAPBOARD SIDING AND BLOCKING TO MATCH EXISTING ADJACENT CLAPBOARDS IN THIS AREA. PROVIDE FINISH TYPE 1. (667.2 SF, THIS ELEVATION)

REMOVE EXISTING PLYWOOD INFILL. PROVIDE 420 S.F. OF CLAPBOARD SIDING TO MATCH EXISTING ADJACENT CLAPBOARDS IN THIS AREA. PROVIDE FINISH TYPE 1.

EXISTING ASPHALT SHINGLE ROOF TO REMAIN, TYP.

EXISTING ASPHALT SHINGLE ROOF TO REMAIN, TYP.

REPLACE ALL EXISTING PLYWOOD ENCLOSURES. RESTORE ALL EXISTING WINDOWS, TYP. REFER TO A602.

RESTORE ALL EXISTING DOORS, TYP. REFER TO A601.

REMOVE EXISTING PLYWOOD INFILL. PROVIDE 420 S.F. OF CLAPBOARD SIDING TO MATCH EXISTING ADJACENT CLAPBOARDS IN THIS AREA. PROVIDE FINISH TYPE 1.

EXISTING EXHAUST VENT

EXISTING EXHAUST VENT

FLOOR VENT LOCATION, TYP.

FLOOR VENT LOCATION, TYP.
**A202 OFFICE BUILDING ELEVATIONS**

**OFFICE BUILDING - EAST ELEVATION**
- Remove all existing plywood enclosures, restore all existing windows, typ. Refer to A601.
- Restore all existing doors, typ. Refer to A601.
- Provide finish type 1 at all clapboard wall surfaces of this building, typ.

**OFFICE BUILDING - WEST ELEVATION**
- Provide finish type 1 at all clapboard wall surfaces of this building, typ.
- Remove and replace 35 s.f. of clapboard siding to match existing adjacent clapboards in this area.
- Provide blocking. Provide finish type 1.

**EXISTING ASPHALT SINGLE ROOF TO REMAIN, TYP.**

**NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION**
For Estimating Purposes Only

**PROVIDE FINISH TYPE 1 AT ALL**
CLAPBOARD WALL SURFACES
OF THIS BUILDING, TYP.

**EXISTING ASPHALT SINGLE ROOF**
TO REMAIN, TYP.

**REMOVE EXISTING PLYWOOD**
ENCLOSURE. RESTORE ALL
EXISTING WINDOWS, TYP.
REFER TO A601.

**REMOVE AND REPLACE 35 S.F. OF**
CLAPBOARD SIDING TO MATCH EXISTING
ADJACENT CLAPBOARDS IN THIS AREA.
PROVIDE BLOCKING. PROVIDE FINISH
TYPE 1.

**EXISTING ASPHALT SINGLE ROOF**
TO REMAIN, TYP.

**RESTORE ALL EXISTING**
DOORS, TYP. REFER TO A601.

**PROVIDE FINISH TYPE 1 AT ALL**
CLAPBOARD WALL SURFACES
OF THIS BUILDING, TYP.
REPLACE ALL EXISTING FLOOD VENTS WITH NEW VENTS.

PREP AND PAINT ALL EXISTING PORCH FRAMING, TYP. ALL SIDES.

EXISTING ASPHALT SHINGLE ROOF TO REMAIN, TYP.

PREP AND PAINT ALL EXISTING PORCH FRAMING, TYP. ALL SIDES.

EXISTING ASPHALT SHINGLE ROOF TO REMAIN, TYP.

REPLACE ALL EXISTING FLOOD VENTS WITH NEW VENTS.

REPLACE ALL EXISTING FLOOD VENTS WITH NEW VENTS.

PREP AND PAINT ALL EXISTING PORCH FRAMING, TYP. ALL SIDES.

REPLACE ALL EXISTING FLOOD VENTS WITH NEW VENTS.

REPLACE ALL EXISTING FLOOD VENTS WITH NEW VENTS.

REPLACE ALL EXISTING FLOOD VENTS WITH NEW VENTS.

PREP AND PAINT ALL EXISTING PORCH FRAMING, TYP. ALL SIDES.

PREP AND PAINT ALL EXISTING PORCH FRAMING, TYP. ALL SIDES.

EXISTING ASPHALT SHINGLE ROOF TO REMAIN, TYP.

EXISTING ASPHALT SHINGLE ROOF TO REMAIN, TYP.

PREP AND PAINT ALL EXISTING PORCH FRAMING, TYP. ALL SIDES.

REPLACE ALL EXISTING FLOOD VENTS WITH NEW VENTS.

REPLACE ALL EXISTING FLOOD VENTS WITH NEW VENTS.

REPLACE ALL EXISTING FLOOD VENTS WITH NEW VENTS.

REPLACE ALL EXISTING FLOOD VENTS WITH NEW VENTS.

REPLACE ALL EXISTING FLOOD VENTS WITH NEW VENTS.